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FUTURE.ISNOW
“The best way to predict the future is to design it.”
- Buckminster Fuller 

Any step that we take in the direction of earth consciousness is already a 
step too late.

Goa based architect and industrial designer Satyajit Vetoskar made a 
foray in this direction at the Serendipity Arts Festival in 2018 with the 
launch of his sustainable design brand BANDIT. Winner of four design 
awards - notably, Lakme Fashion Week Circular Design Challenge 2021 
and Lexus Design Award India 2021 - his vision is to collaborate with 
artists, designers and other sustainable brands to keep challenging 
paradigms in the use of different materials and their latent functionality.

This collection showcases his independent and collaborative work, giving 
you a glimpse into the immense possibilities of the practical use of existing 
resources - with minimal waste. 

The future, he believes, is not a speculative concept. We have the 
responsibility to create it. 

Future. Is Now.



SATYAJIT VETOSKAR
Having lived in Bombay for the most part of his childhood and adult years, Satyajit Vetoskar completed his Architecture 
from Sir JJ College of Architecture and his Masters in Industrial Design from Industrial Design Centre (IDC), IIT Mumbai. 
He then had a successful stint with many corporate houses that got him to design across product categories from watches 
to jewellery; luggage to electronics and toothbrushes to shoes. Some of the well known brands that he has worked with 
include Titan, Samsonite, Swatch and Oral B among others. This experience armed him with knowledge of materials, 
manufacturing and most importantly gave him an understanding of customer dynamics and team work. 

A defining moment in his life was his move to Goa 13 years ago in search of a quieter life. The move from a metropolis to 
a small village besides throwing up challenges, also offered a valuable insight about a different way of life - a call 
towards being more mindful and using resources efficiently. A seemingly simple aspect of garbage disposal which in cities 
is taken for granted, is a lot more stark in villages; its impact a lot more visible. 

When flying into Bombay for a work meeting, he noticed a sea of blue tarpaulin shielding the city from the rain. This was 
the point of inspiration that got him thinking about upcycling. The overarching idea was to use ordinary, common and 
reclaimed materials to make uncommon, durable and well designed products. He launched BANDIT - a range of 
upcycled tarpaulin bags at the Serendipity Arts Festival in 2018. In the three years since launch, the brand received 
appreciation and accolades, also winning four awards for Design, notably The Lakme Fashion Week Circular Design 
Challenge 2021 and Lexus Design Award India 2021.  

This fuelled him to further expand his canvas by collaborating with artists, designers and other sustainable brands to keep 
challenging the paradigms in the use of repurposed materials. His excitement when he sees scrap materials and the 
possibility of what it can be made into is what keeps him buzzing with potential ideas. 

Now, it almost seems like the chosen path is leading him to new possibilities. From scouring aircraft junkyards, automobile 
scrap yards and factories, the complete process from source, design and manufacture has become his passion. 

He hopes this path of sustainable design is not just a fashionable idea but can in time offer a purposeful alternative.



VIEWS FROM THE SHOW





ON DISPLAY



NINETY
The love of alcohol and mixology led to the 
design of this product. Ninety, the Bauhaus 
furniture looking peg measure was 
designed keeping two things in mind: The 
form should surprise the function and the 
function should compliment the form.
Made from stainless steel excess, Ninety, is 
an experiential  dialogue between the users 
and their alchohol.

and yes . . . cheers! 



SHOURAI
In Japanese, Shourai means the ‘future’. The 
future may be uncertain but Shourai, speaks 
about the future that will  surely happen.In this 
collection, we embark on a new beginning. 

Aluminium reclaimed from discarded aircrafts 
is crafted into precisely machined cubes. These 
ordinary aluminium cubes are then combined 
with reused gold and ethically sourced 
diamonds to create unique pieces of precious  
jewellery. 

New designs, new materials and a new future.



KALAM
Kalam, means pen in Hindi, is also an Arabic 
term for ‘speech’. These days, wars are fought 
over religion, freedom culled over what we eat 
and education stalled over what we wear. “The 
pen is mightier than the sword”, the old adage, 
was the inspiration behind this line of fountain 
pens. Why not make pens from old artillery 
shells?

Materials used for making this collection range 
from brass, from used artillery shells, 
Aluminium, from old aircrafts and wood, from 
handloom spindles.



BANDIT
Flying into Bombay during the monsoons, one 
often gets an aerial view of a ‘sea of blue’ 
enveloping the city. The ubiquitous blue 
tarpaulin almost shields the city from the rains.

This was the point of inspiration to create 
extraordinary products from ordinary materials 
like waste and excess tarpaulin, canvas, 
billboard flex and denim. 

The use of upcycled car seatbelts and inner 
lining fabric made from recycled PET bottles, 
reaffirms our sustainable approach



COCKPIT
Those Magnificent Men in their Flying 
Machines have always been a source of 
inspiration. The Cockpit is a collection of 
table clocks, made from instrument gauges 
of dead MIGs and other flying ghosts. 

In a bid to resurrect them back to life, we 
have tediously sourced these gauges, 
restored them and converted them into 
signature one of a kind timepieces.



PRESS

Wallpaper
https://www.wallpaper.com/watches-and-jewellery/moksh-aluminium-gold-jewellery-design

Architectural Digest
https://www.architecturaldigest.in/story/6-indian-brands-that-are-redefining-sustainable-design/

Hindustan Times
https://www.hindustantimes.com/lifestyle/art-culture/an-old-address-for-new-design-at-mumbai-s-gallery-47a-

101653668379534-amp.html

Mid Day
https://www.mid-day.com/sunday-mid-day/article/dont-miss-today-23227215

Peak Life
https://peaklife.in/upcycled-art-future-isnow-by-satyajit-vetoskar-at-gallery-47-a/



LINKS

Product Catalog
https://baromarket.in/collections/future-isnow

Image Gallery
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qu79o5LXRb0KjIqEiLn48uKXMPtTAQ2x?usp=sharing

Marketing Material
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1E584irgsaXpNoJVfhq6NIFatbhUx1l8-?usp=sharing


